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'We'll Have to Wait and See'

LBJ's Bombing Halt Draws Varied Student Reactions
HY KECALD B. SMITH
PROGRESS NEWS EDITOR
President Lyndon II. Johnson
shocked Hie nation last Sunday
night when he announce") that he
would not accept the nomination
of Ins party for another term as
President.
Coming as even a
greater
surprise to the college students
was the action he took to deescalate the Vietnam conflict.
Johnson said, "We are reducingsuhstancially reductlngT the present level of hostilities."
Steve Votra, a junior from
Miami, Florida, was "Shocked!"
He said, "I'm glad to see the steps
he's taking to de-escalate the war
in Vietnam."
Johnson said, "I cannot promise that the initiative I am announcing tonight will lieanymore
successful in achelving peace
than the more than 30 others we
have undertaken and agreed to in
reient years."
As Dave Harvey, a senior from
Hooneville, summed it up; "We'll
just have to wait ami see what
happens."
Johnson set no limits on the
Vietnam IKJIIIII halt, stating that
"KVM this limited liomhing of
the North could (tome to an early
end- if our restraint is matched

hy restraint by Hanoi.*
The President added that he
could not stop all the bombing,
because of the endangerment of
the lives of American and South

ditional 13,500 support troops news media, and the nation at
to Vietnam in the next five large to "guard against
the
months. These troops will con- works of divisiveness, against
sist of men on active duty and
partly of reserve units which bigotry, against the corrupting
evils of partisanship in any
Vietnamese troops. "Whether a will be called up for service. guise."
He said these troops are needcomplete bombing halt becomes
During his address, Johnson
possible in the future will bede- ed to support the 11,000 extra also announced that he had intermined by events," said John- Marines and paratroopers who vited South Vietnamese Presiwere dispatched to Vietnam in dent Nguyen Van Thleu to Washson.
One statement that brought out haste shortly after the January ington to discuss how tostrenghthe pride of many Americans was 29 Viet Cong Tet offensive,
ten and Improve the plans for
when Johnson coupled his peace
Several Eastern students gave restoring peace and stability in
proposal wlthawarning: "If peace their
reactions
to Johnson's Vietnam.
does not come now, through neg- speech. Dave Allen, a senior
otiations, it will come
when from Louisville, said, "If he's
Hanoi understands that our com- playing politics, he knows where
mon resolve is unshakeable, and to hit us.
If he's sincere, he
our common strength is Invlnc- deserves more credit than we've
idle."
given him."
Joe Bryson, a Junior from
Johnson ordered an Immediate Ashland, said, "I feel sorry
halt of the bombing of North for the guy. It took a lot of
Vietnam, except in the areas guts to say he isn't running
where the continuing enemy for the Presidency."
build-up directly threatens allied
President Johnson's announceforward positions.
This halt ment that he would not seek nor
Repeal of Kentucky's compulwill eliminate the bombing of 90 accept the nomination for the sory auto inspection law would
per cent of the territory of North Presidency also surprised many have resulted In the loaa of
Vietnam.
People,
"approximately $12 million dolIn a later address to the Na- Urs In Federal road fund* "
"We have
no Intention of
widening this war," said John- tional Association of Broadcas- Governor Louie B. Nunn enson, "but the United States will ters, Johnson described his re- nounced today in explaining his
fusal to seek re-election as an veto of a repeal measure,
not accept a fake solution."
In his speech, Johnson an- effort to save the integrity of his "Since the Legislature has
nounced plans to send an ad- office. In this speech he urged adjourned I have reviewed this
the presidential candidates, the matter thoroughly. Dr. William
Haddon, National Highway Safety
director, Informed the attorney
general and me, Kentucky would
immediately lose Federal highway funds If the amended inspection biU became law."
Veto of the repealer was further warranted, Nunn said, by
"the serious financial conditions
which confront the State mad
especially the Highway Department and the demands by the pubDegley Is president of Begley
Begley is a native of Laurel lic for more roads."
Drug Co.. a Richmond - based Counfy (London) and receded
Nunn said it is also ••apparent
drug firm, the headquarters and his early education™ the ZTcentral office of which are lo- don City Schools. Sue Bennett unless the State provides a satisfactory motor vehicle inspection
cated on the Eastern By-Pass.
Bv-Pass. Elementary
ri,ra.„, r„ W,
School 7Z*
and VSZ
London
law farther penalties will be imThe firm comprl
approx- High School. He received his posed by the Federal governimately 20 retail drug stores in pharmacy deeree from
th»
Central and Eastern Kentucky, Loui™lle CoUeeeVpharm.^v ment"
and a subsidiary firm. Big "B' in ?932
*
Pharmacy
Nunn also offered assurance
An unidentified student took advantage of the welcome warm
that Inspection stations which
one
A.
,
.„. _
M„prs which
One Hour Drv
Dry ri
cleaners,
He .!was elected
president
of would "perpertrate fraud" will
full of such scenes as students rejoiced hoping that spring
operates in eight states.
the drug company following the be "eliminated" from the system
weather to mix a little work with a little rust. The ravine was
death of his brother, Byron B.
and the violators "forcefully proBegley, in 1954. Byron Begley secuted."
started the drug firm with a
To those critics of inspection
.-.tore in London.
Begley is a member of the who complain of repair costs,
First Christian Church of Rlch- Nunn said: "Certainly there is
no comparison for those who
mond, serving In the past as have seen loss of life and crip-

&\

Automobile
Amendment
Rejected

Begley, Wallace Join Ranks

Two Republicans Appointed
To EKU Board of Regents

Koliert II. Ilegley, Richmond,
orney William
Willi
and Lexington attorney
appointed to
. Wallace were appointed
four year terms on the Eastern
Kentucky University Board of
Regents this morning by Gov.
Louie
Louie II.
II Nunn.
Nunn.
The four- year appointments
are to f,ll the vacancies of Dr.
Russell
I. T.Kld, a Richmond
dentist, and 1'
iwpree, Hazard.

•
>

A Time for Study, a Time For Rest

Three Students Arrested
For Bookstore Break-In

was finally here, but ready for another stretch of inclement
weather that Is typical In Kentucky.
(Progress Photo by Bobby Whitlockl

On the Way to a Chapel

Four youths, three of them manager of the bookstore, said
identified as Kastem Kentucky today that the students were dlsI'mversity students, have l>een covered in the bookstore by a
taken Into custody in connection security guard, Robert E. Smith,
with an apparent foiled theft at between 12:30- 1 a.m.
the university bookstore after
Meade said officers found 11
midnight Monday.
or j2 laundry bags full of merState Police Detective Sgt. chandlse between the Crabbe
Richard M<<Juown identified the Library and the Student Union
four as: Roger Lee Eaton, 18; Building. The Eastern bookstore
Edward Lee Harper, 19; ami John |a located in part of the basement
Michael Walton, 19, all students of the Student Union Building,
from Valley Station, and Ronald
Meade said the bags contained
William Jenkins, alwit 20, of jeweler) and sweatshirts, for
Louisville.
the most part, but added that he
All were lodged In the Mad- had not been through the bags as
Lsoii county jail and charged with yet. Meade said the intruders
storehouse breaking.
apparently did not escape with
Rodger Meade, the assistant anything.
ROBKHT II HK.4il.KY

pling Injury with in their own families caused by an unsafe automobile and the cost of repairs
Imposed by the program.'
Nunn also pointed out, some
standards of the 1966 law have
been "relaxed" since It became
effective January 1. Included is
a reduction in the Inspection fee
from
>m $2.50
to $2.00.
Eliminated from the original
inspection standards were Inspection of brake lining by wheel
removal, "toe-ln-out" of wheels,
and parking brake.
Nunn
said the eliminations
were based on "reports showing
some
standards
were unnecessarily rigid and could be
eased up without affecting the
basic safety objective of the program"

board chairman and member.
He has served as regional vice
president of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce and as vice
president of the Blue Grass Council, Boy Scouts of America.
He is a former president of
Affiliated Drugstores, New York,
of which the firm is a member. He has served on the adTwo student political groups,
visory board and financial com- one backing Senator Eugene Mcmittees of the Pattie A. clay Carthy and the other supporting
Hospital.
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, have
meetings for next
He has also served as board announced
week.
member of the Kentucky Retail
The Kennedy group will hold
Federation the Richmond Muan organizational meeting at 7
nicipal
Housing Commission,
and the National Citizens Com- p.m. Tuesday ln Room 116 of the
Moore Building.
Gene Mason,
mittee on Divll Rights.
Berlev and his wife tha fir Kentucky
"«"'""•»* Chairman
«-■«•«■"«" of
ui the
me Kenntpm.r Wra J.!SnS V«idi at "^ 'or President organisation,

RFK, McCarthy
Backers to Meet
Next Week
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Local Paper Pledges $1,000 to Chapel

ConX?^me^elyflr^}oclir
cornXonT totn gSn^
*■*■»"»'■
c«nturv rinh
Shelton Salrfi«v cm publ,sher
™*i,.h
JEmLSSfL °Zl*SS*mB*?E:
P
ITR F Z nt'
^
P
"„ ,
Ji h S^
mM tU
K'ftJf*!A T^
' rector of alumni affairs—genera! managers of the Century

l^JET^l co,n8t™ctlon ot
£»
^0B ^"1 °D *"• °Ua'
P"".
^« CMt«ry Fund campaign,
announced last month as Eastfa fl.rstJ*Plhl1 *fts program
to
i" d.?1*m,d--—
"***▼---•■■>200,<xx5
0r the
-denominational chanon-dwominatf
prt
°° i"* present site ot "*""
ger Stadium.
we're extremely grateful to

Shakesperean Productions
Scheduled for Tonight
Scenes
from -Romeo and
Jullet,- 'Midsummer
Night's
Dream- and -Taming of the
Shrew' will make uptheprogram
of -My Favorite Things," honorlng Miss Pearl Buchanan tonight
ln the theatre bearing her name.
Miss Buchanan, retired director of the Eastern Little
Theatre, was noted for her productions of Shakespearean comedies during the thirties. The
presentation of her favorite scenes is part of a celebration of
the fiftieth anniversary of the
Eastern Little Theatre.
Director of the Shakespearean
scenes will be Miss Patricia
Melody, of the department of
drama and speech. Robert Carver,
v«r, sophomore
sopnomore English
tngiisn major
from Petersburg, will be stage
manager.
Curtain time for the production
is 8 p.m.
A reception ln honor of Miss
Buchanan will follow the Friday
evening performance.
Walnut
Hall ln the Student Union Building
will be the site of the reception,
to which faculty, former drama
students and members of the Friday night audience are Invited.
Carol Watson, Junior drama

„. _„
.
and speech major from Dayton,
Ky., Is ln charge of arrangements
'°r the reception. Miss Watson Is
President of the Little Theatre
Club.
_^

«*■ °^v «^»ter for Its gen"The students of Eastern will
- recelve tr*™»*<>"s benefits
Unued growth of the university." from this campaign." he said.
Feltner said.
' "The spiritual value Is lmmeasLess than a week after the urable."
drive was announced, more than
The chapel will be a gift to
T-W-WWV
"ecu ivueivtM
in the university ln observance of a
$25,000 *»u
had been
received ln
pledges and donations for the centennial ln 1974, which will
<=»*P«1. Fe»ner pointed out.
mark 100 years of higher edu"But th
-jeenthuslasm generated by cation on the campus.
^
Central
K«..
ro,
a large concern Joining our cam- University, Eastern's predecespalgn will be a tremendous sor was founded in 1874.
boost," he added.
The campaign is expected to
"Eastern is to be commended be climaxed Nov. 3, 1968 when
for initiating this program" donors will return to participate
Saufley said.
"The university in groundbreaking ceremonies
has taken a step toward provld- during the university's homelng spiritual understanding as coming program.
w
«ll as academic excellence."
It Is hoped that the drive will
Keen Johnson, former Ken- pass the half-way mark by Altucky governor and co-publisher umnl Day ln May Thurman said
of the Register, noted thatEastThe single -story bulldine will"
era's chapel Is the first of Its be a facility where stodento^l
jdad on a Kentucky campus.
(Contlnur on Page Klchl i
erorslty and lnterest ln the con

Thrrr'rnerten. WU ^^^STSL^ for '

ber of the Kentucky State Bar
Moore Building. Featured speakAssociation, having practiced for er
will be Don Graham, faculty
over 50 years.
member of the Berea College
A member of the law firm

»

pblio,ophy
• !»j*!» SET*
°'
""
The candidacies of McCarthy

Journalists Aid in Drive
Alphl Phi Gamma, honorary journalism fraternity, is placing
small hox.-s around campus in an effort to raise money for
tin' Meditation Chapel. The fraternity hopes to raise ,S">mi in
small contributions within the next war Publication worker*
displav the Tip the Student Chaptl Fund bo\.s itbove, Front
row from left: I_.ynd.-i MePonald. Progress exchange editor:
Joyce Harville. Milestone managing editor, and John
BiMs>field. Milestone business manager, Seeond row: Fred
Mullins. Pi-ogress editor-in-chief: Richard Kail-. Milestone
e.-edit..r Mild Kegald Smith. Progress news editor.
I Progress Photo by Bobby Wint lock i

he graduated from Vale University Law School.
He served as a Kentucky state
senator from 1921-1924 and as a
special judge of the Kentucky
Court of Appeals by appointment
of 1931.
He is a member of the Fayette
County and American Bar Associations.

and Kennedy have mushroomed
since President Lyndon Johnson's announcement Sunday night
that he will not seek reelection.
Both groups are sponsored by
the Eastern Young Democrats.

Peace Corps

Meade Announces
Caps and Gowns
" Final Deadline

Roger Meade, assistant manager of the campus bookstore,
On campus April 8-12
announced today that Friday,
Basement of Student Union April 12 is the last day seniors
Building
may turn ln measurements for Lee Majors, known to Eastern people as Har•*"'" -*'e Kepubllcnnu
Interviews
Information and graduation gowns and receive vey Yeary. returned to campus last week and
Both Begley and Wallace are literature
those gowns ln time for com- Dimension during a break in the concert lnst
visited with the female vocalists of the Sth
Republicans.
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. dally
mencement exercises.
week. Majors Is a co-star ln the television proHe is the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wallace of
Richmond.

TV Star Returns to Alma Mater
grnm. The Big Valley. While nt Knstern he
played football and win active |n the ITnlversity Theatre.
I Progress Photo by Thomas Pwiinr RMrl„ni

\
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Liquour License Refused

City Council Poses Weak Excuse
It was reported in the local paper that the
Richmond City Council denied a request by
the Holiday Inn for a liquor license on the
basis that it "would hinder the growth of
Eastern Kentucky University."
Baloney!
We've heard weak excuses, but that one
takes top honors. There may be some reason,
some motive, that the city fathers had for
such an action but surely it was not because
it would "hinder the growth of Eastern
Kentucky University."
It's not as if alcoholic beverages were
in some rare quantity around this college
town. In less than ten minutes, any student
with thirty-five cents can buy a beer or
any student with the appropriate funds can
purchase whiskey, wine and the whole bit
just as easily.
So, why we ask, would a liquor license at

the Holiday Inn "hinder the growth of Eastern Kentucky University." It appears to us
that the city of Richmond was looking for
something to lean on.
And its not as if a liquor license at the
Holiday Inn or anyplace else was going to
corrupt the Eastern student body. Buying
liquor in Richmond is about as simple as
sating a steak dinner. Serving liquor at
the Holiday Inn is not going to increase
anybody's chances of buying alcoholic beverages. You can't improve on a sure thing.
Some argue with the practice of serving
mixed' drinks, something not available in
Richmond at this time. Why not serve
mixed' drinks? It's no problem to buy the
ingredients and mix the drink yourself.
It might make some of the drinks these
amateur "know-it-alls" mix look pretty bad.
The practice of serving mixed drinks has
not seemed to "hinder the growth" of either

Western or the University of Kentucky. In
fact, those two student bodys are both bigger than Eastern's. It's a safe guess that no
more drinking goes on there than here.
With industries the size of Westinghouse, H. K. Porter and Begleys and with
military concerns such as the Blue Grass
Army Depot, outside visitors are constantly
pouring into Richmond. The Holiday Inn
should be permitted to serve Richmond
visitors without reference to the specious
argument that it is detrimental to Eastern
Kentucky University.
Whatever the city of Richmond does, we
would hope they don't blame their failure
to move ahead on Eastern Kentucky University. We hope the University is broadminded enough to stand for progress and
freedom of choice. It seems that Richmond
isn't.

Students Should Heed Library Rules More Closely
"Return Books To Trucks After Use . . .
Do Not Shelve Books . . ." These words
are intended to instruct students who use
books in Crabbe Library. Posters for that
purpose have been strategically placed at
entries, stack areas, and check-out desks.
Students manage to go to dances the
places and times of which are posted. So if
students can — as they do — follow directions to dances and fraternity and sorority
activities, no student should have trouble
understanding: "Return Books To Trucks
After Use ... Do Not Shelve Books!"
If the problem results from poorly stationed book trucks students can leave books
on the study tables. Hopefully, this will end
the rapidly growing problem.
Library employees, University officials,
and even the faculty cannot find books. All
agree that the books are missing, because
people continue to shelve and even leave
piles of books in open spaces in or at the

end of a row. Anyone who has a compulsion
to shelve books is urged to stop! The intended help actually brings about caos.
Those people who leave books in piles, or
in singles, at the end of a row, are again
asked to stop!
If students do not cooperate, the repercussions may be a distadvantage to all. More
employees will have to assist in straightening up the stacks. Added help means more
money for wages and less money to make

The Eastern Progress and the whole Eastem community extends it appreciation to
the Richmond Daily Register for its generous donation of $1,000 toward the Meditation Chapel Fund. We are always pleased
to see members of the Richmond community
show a sincere interest in what is going on

here on campus. This will add greatly to
the rapidly growing Chapel fund which

A Tribute to
The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
1929-1968

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following editorial is reprinted from one of the 1911
issues of the Eastern Kentucky State Normal School Student, a forerunner of
the Eastern Progress.
We thought that the controversy dealt with in the
editorial would provide some Idea of how thought concerning the sale of
alcohol in Richmond has "progressed" in the past fifty-seven years.

E. K. S. N. Student
Richmond, Ky., Eebrtary; 1911 '

Vol. 4

Tip the Chapel Fund

real a hope for more library hours. If the
problem escalates the result may be closed
stacks. Then no one will be able to sample
the books on a subject. One will have to request a book by call number, and an employee will get it.
Really, we need more library hours, and
closed stacks would be for many a disaster.
The only solution is simple. "Return Books
To Trucks After Use ... Do Not Shelve
Books. . . ."

'
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What the Students Think of Liquor in Richmond.
By G. Mansfield Moore.

The hour of choice is upon us in the town of Richmond; the hour when a
man is called upon to stand on one side or the other of the dividing line, the
hour when all men must take a position and be willing to stand by it, the hour
when you will be called upon to say whether liquor will stav out or come back
into Richmond. This choice means life or death.
So in this country in its earliest history we had an occasion that tried
men's souls. We are apt to recall from the mouths of the school boys the words of
Patrick Henry in the old church of Virginia. It was a heroic occasion. It was
an occasion that tried men's nerves. It was a time when there were conflicting motives appealing to men in different directions, when the great orator of
that grand old state arose, and with feelings at white heat, with a passion of
patriotism, flung out those heaven-born words that are to-day in the mouths of
our school children: "I know not what course others may take, but as for me,
give me liberty or give me death."
So to-day we are confronting a choice in Richmond that means liberty or
death. There is presented to us this day the necessity for a choice of momentous interest to every Normal student, to every man and woman in the Eastern
District.
Can you conceive of the results of bringing open saloons into a town where
the teachers of the future citizens of our state are being trained? Perhaps
some will say they ought to be strong enough to resist this evil. You
must remember that all are not strong and for their benefit these words were
said, "Place not a stumbling block in thy brother's way." A heavier yoke than
that the British king placed upon the neck of our Revolutionary fathers is upon
Richmond men and their children. A bondage more abject than that which
prevailed a score and more years ago is menacing the inhabitants of this pretty
little city.

Stuornt

King Alcohol again openly declares his ability to reduce to his despotic
sway the noble manhood of Richmond.
This diabolical monster wants to sit
supreme again upon his throne in these United States, he wants laws
permitting him to transform men into beasts. In the past he has despoiled
labor, burdened property with' excessive taxation; impoverished whole communities, hindered education; fostered crime, aided all kinds of vice and
wrong, and plunged his unhappy victims into shame and degradation.
Time would fail me to tell the thousandth part of the evils, multiplying and destructive that flow out from the infamous liquor traffic. Oh, for an
uprising of righteous indignation, for patriotic devotion to home and country
like that which gave inspiration and faith to Jonas Parker and his neighbors
whsn they reddened the village gresn of Lexington with their blood on that
glorious morning a century and more ago, when the Revolution burst into magnificient-blossom as the shot was fired that echoed around the world. Oh, for
an enlightened public opinion—the mightiest advocate of any question—for the
combined forces of Christian home, Christian church and Commonwealth in
battle array against the traffic in theft and murder until it shall be thundered
as from a political Sinai: "Thou shah not, and there shall be no legalized
saloons in Richmond!"
Some say give us open saloon in place of the Blind Tiger. The question
comes: "Which is the more dangerous, the Blind Tiger or the tiger with two wide
open eyes going about destroying myriads of homes, undermining prosperity;
wasting our race, burying millions in premature and dishonored graves, and
casting a lurid shadow upon the life beyond. The monster is devouring our
young manhood, disgracing our young womanhood, and sapping the very life
blood of our country.
I appeal to the voters of Richmond, to the friends of our deer old Commonwealth. I appeal to the heads of families to protect their homes. Then I appeal to the young manhood of Richmond, to show their courage in this good cause.
Let every patriot who loves his country, every Christian who loves his God, every
philanthropist who loves his race, every father who loves his child, every son of
Richmond become a marshalled host, uphold the banner of reform, and beneath
its folds march to the ballot boxes of this town and under an avalanche of
freemen's ballots bury beyond resurrection the Richmond saloon. Then will
our town become the citadel of sobriety, its name purged of that great shame,
and our glorious banner shall be the flag of hope for all mankind as it floats
over our sober, free and happy people.

(CoatUued oa Pace Three)
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The Restless Sound of a Restless Generation

McGill
«

'Asian Drama' Is Explosive
By Ralph McGill
Thirty years ago, almost to the month
and day of this writing, in a suburban home
of Stockholm, Sweden, I talked for two
hours with a young sociologist who was a
member of parliament and also on the university staff — Gunar Myrdal. He was
even then famous for his studies on birth
control and the social effect of population
increases. Since that time I closely have
followed his work with growing admiration
and respect.
In 1944, he very accurately anticipated
the racial conflicts of this decade in his profound and detailed study titled, "An
American Dilemma."
The book appeared at a time when Southern sociologist Howard Odom was making
his valuable regional contributions from the
university at Chapel Hill. Odom had described the Southern credo as "the unexamined belief that the Negro is a Negro
and nothing more." This credo was being
shaken by many factors that challenged and
weakened the old shibboleths and the doctrine of racial inferiority.
Myrdal's book took that credo by the
throat and gave it such a shaking that it
was never again the same.
The book became a world classic. Few
copies were sold south of the Potomac River,
but a majority of Southern editors and public leaders, who had not read the book, denounced it as Communist inspired. (They
still do.) Indeed, it is doubtful if as much
virulent and inaccurate nonsense has ever
been loosed against any one book as was
pouder out against "An American Delemma.'"
For 10 years Myrdal has been researching, under a subsidy of the 0th Century
Fund, the conditions and future of 11 Asian
nations. The book is titled "Asian Drama:
An Inquiry into the Poverty of Nations."
It is, like "An American Delimma," a thick
book of more than 2,000 pages. Nations
studied are Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines,
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. One quarter of the world's population lives in those
countries.
The effect of this book will be profound,
even explosive. Repercussions already are
being reported and hard. In the United
Nations and in the capitals of the nations
where the book has not yet been read, but

.'

w

where a long introductory summary has
been seen and degested, there are cries of
pain, protest, anger and some little acquiescence.
As soon as the book is read and analyzed,
it will stir debates in the Congress of the
United States and the parliaments of other
nations. The Soviets will not fail to read
and study it. The Chinese leadership includes men who assuredly will have a close
look.
The more thoughtful Asian leaders will
find it extremely dangerous in its political
potential The Africans, plagued with many
of the same ills that Myrdal describes so
clearly in Asia, may profit from it.
Myrdal's report almost certainly will
bring about a revision of foreign aid. It will
stir up political parties in many of the underdeveloped countries.
Myrdal found that the people in all these
contries are more or less apathetic. This
apathy, or numbness of spirit, he conludes,
is caused by the heavy, increasing population, by generations of disease, by the most
extreme economic disparities, by crude,
primitive agricultural practices, and — out
of illness and nutritional lacks — a very
strong distaste for physical labor.
Government aid from this country and
others — including Russia and China —
Myrdal describes as "marginal as best"
when measured against the immensity of the
need. But this aid is, nonetheless, "crucial"
and will remain so until better supplemented
by "preferential purchases of South Asian
products."
Myrdal is a blunt man. He tells the Asians
the cure finally must rest with them . . .
that they are basically rseponsible . . . their
own administrative corruption and the greed
of their elite classes are, in effect, a replacement of all the old repressions they
complained about under colonialism.
Myrdal hopes for leaders who, like tly
late Mahatma Gandhi, could inspire the rich
land owners and the upper classes generally
to bring about land reform and take note of
the needs of the villagers.
Myrdal"s criticism of the "elite" classes
is one long heard in Africa where corrupt
leaders, such as Nkrulah in Ghana, were
worse than colonialism.
The world is fortunate to have a Myrdal.
(Distributed 1968, by Publishers-Hall Syndicate)
(Ail Rights Reserved)

By Nancy Owen
Progress Staff Writer
"We want a revolution — now!" This
line, sung by Judy Collins, seems to be
applicable to every aspect of the "Now
Generation," particularly in the gyrating
lyrics of its music.
With the "sing-a-long" verses and easylistening sound of yesteryear vanishing before our ears, it is only human to wonder
what our five lines and four spaces have
left. They seem to have everything, a new
birth. With an abundance of imagination,
perception, and awareness, the Now Gen;ration has confirmed this.
What is the song of this generation? It
is a symbol of a diverse realm of thought
and stimplation that robes itself in mystic
melodies and cannot be haltered or pinpointed. It is a restless sound of a restless
generation in a seemingly futile attempt to
communicate their anxieties through their
music.
Who are these restless musicians? They
appear in various shapes, sizes, sexes and
numbers. They each find their own form of
artistic expression and attempt to communicate through it.
Two of the foremost contributors to the
Now sound of Creative Hard Rock are the
Fresh Cream and the Jimi Hendrix Experience. These groups storm on with a
driving intensity, unending creativity, and
continuous improvisations. Their experimentation with sound has enabled them to
interpret their souls into their music.
Then we have the Beatles with their
agglomerated verses and mystic excursions,
often stampeding into a quiet lunacy. The
Beatles are the innovators of today's sound,
but they did not become exceptionally in-

Chapel Tip Boxes
(Continued from Page Two)
has recently passed the $27,000 mark.
The Delta Iota chapter of Alpha Pfii
Gamma, honorary journalism fraternity here
at Eastern is sponsoring the placement of
Meditation Chapel tip boxes to be placed
by cash registers on and off campus. These
boxes will have a picture of the chapel on
them and will be set up for any contribution of pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters etc.,
that a person may want to give.
When you pass one of the Chapel tip
boxes do your part toward the construction
of the Meditation Chapel. Why not do with
out a pack of cigarettes or a couple of candy
bars for one day? Give to the chapel fund
through the Meditation Chapel tip boxes
and do your part toward a worthwhile and
much needed facility.

Gar Buffs do it!

Wh* a 1967 Olds
doing in this
1968 Olds advertisement?
It's making the point that you
can own an Oldsmobile. If not
a new one, then certainly a
used one. Like the nifty 1967 Olds 4-4-2
you see here. Or a sporty used
Cutlass convertible maybe.
Or, even, one of those
great Olds Rocket 88s.
Of course, Olds dealers
also carry a large stock

English £eathers

of other brands on their
Value-Rated used car lot. And
should you decide on one of
them instead ... well, at least
we'll know you picked a good
place to do it.

Fo# men who want to be where/the
actton i». Very recy. Very meicullne. AU.-PURP0SE_10T<DN.
MJO, $4.00, $6.90. From the edmi array ol ENGLISH LEATHER-A rtJOOUCT Of M|M COMPANY. INC . NC«THVAll.

RICHMOND
DRIVE IN THEATRE
« Mil.-. South on I'.S. M
Berea Rnwt— Ph. 623-1718

SATURDAY

AUN REQ
■ tmrrao ANTiiT*

ZERDAOSlfeL' PH1LSILVERS
»
».

•AFUNKT-IHING

Drive a youngmobile from Oldsmobife.
(New or used,te a fun car to own.)

HAPPENED ON THE^,
WfWTOTHE FORUM
cotM a? •*....

warn omii

SUN.. MON.. TUES
.DOCM Srockwcfl
Susan Sfrasberej
"PSYCH—OUT"
WED.. THURS.. FRI.

«••■• O" I art

fluential until they became sufficiently
wealthy to afford the luxury of musical experimentation. This experimentation has
given way to boundless diversity, ingenious
musical talent, and creativity in thought
and procedure.
Solo performers are also prominent, such
as James Brown or Otis Reding, with the
sound of soul. This is not a new sound. The
majority of music finds its origin in slave
work songs and Negro spirituals which
evolved into "Soul" and rhythm-and-blues.
Whether it is a folk ballad dramatizing
the "universal soldier" or the agnostic rock
proclaiming "I am the Walrus," the Now
sound stimulates one chough to make him
think. When music can make a person question himself and his surroundings, he has
taken one stable step forward.
The sound of today is the voice of youth,
just as previously existing generations
swooned to the beats of Benny Goodman,
Rosemary Clooney, and the Mills Brothers.
To ears influenced by these melodies, contemporary sounds are extremely cacophonous and perhaps nauseating. But to this
generation this music is an idiom, an ex-

~ -I

pression of present urgencies.
The most profound generation gap is
reflected most strikingly in attitudes toward
this "young"' music. It echoes of youth's
rebellion against established order — the
hippies cults, usage of drugs, increasing
pacifism, expressive and ludicrously ragtag dress, rejection of religion and molar,
convictions, and acute aversion to barbers
and beauty salons.
The ironic point about this situation is
that when youth is confessing manifestations
in the loudest most public way available,
most parents are not listening or are reacting
with repugnance or complete incomprehei*sion.
Indian sitar virtuoso Ravi Shankar has
become exceptionallyy prominent and influential through musical experimentation
and innovation.
Due to the Beatles "intellectualizing"
music, the screaming "teeny-boper" image
is drying. Music has diversified and matured. This era has diversified and matured,
but perhaps prematurely. The Now Generation is forging its values and legends into
song.

NOW, USE YOUR STANDARD OIL
ftmm CREDIT CARD HERE!
You may charge parts, repairs and
service — up to $50 per job. Your
charge here will be included with
your regular monthly Standard
Oil statement for gasoline and
other service station purchases.

tWIII llllllll BIW Mil

130 qoi ooi i
JOHN Q MODERN

SALYER CHEVROLET CO
EASTERN BY-PASS

RKHMOND.KY.

S

623-3350
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Oakland Selects Smith
As First Round Choice

The View

From Here
By KARL PARK Progresi Sports Editor
Eastern's women's basketball team has just completed a successful season in which they compiled a 9-1 final record. This mark
includes victories over such teams as the University of Dayton.
University of Louisville, and tl.c University of Kentucky.
The team's leading scorers were Donna Wolfe, a junior health
and physical education major from Covington, and Kathy Wilson,
a junior from Loveland, Ohio. High point games for each were
19 for Wolfe, against UK. Wilson made 19 against Kentucky and
23 against the University of Dayton.
Women's basketball, like the high school game, is divided into
four quarters of eight minutes each. Only two players, the rovers,
may roam the whole court, while the two guards and two forwards
are confined to one-half the court.
The Eastern women belonged to no conference, won no trophy,
and went to no post-season tournament. There were nine players
on each squad, both the "A" and "B" teams, and everyone got to
play in every game.
GRADUATE STUDENT PLACES SECOND
IN MR. PHYSIQUE CONTEST
Thomas Jones, a graduate student in physical education,
placed eeooad in the recent 1968 Kentucky Physique contest. The
event was held at Malick's Gym in Louisville, Kentucky. Jones
was edged out of first place by Terry Meagher of Louisville by
a margin of two points.
MODEL HIGH BOYS WIN STATE SWIM MEET
Model High School, primarily the training school for Eastern,
beat out 15 other schools to win the State High School swimming
meet that was held in Lexington.
Model finished with 204',» points, ten better than runner-up
Fort Thomas Highlands. Model's first place finisher was John
McKinney. who placed first in the 400-yard freestyle.
The local school, which finished fifth last year, has never
won the state title before and was the smallest school represented
in th meet. Model has an enrollment of 170 students.
The Model girl's team was runner-up to Ft. Thomas Highlands
for the second straight year. Model's girls compiled 228 points
compared to Highlands' 315',4 points.

mi Hfi.CLf AN£g$
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR.

MOMMY G&ESmTOAOT
STOP IY FOR A DELICIOUS
MIAKFAST. WE OPEN AT 4 A.M.

Featuring
Central Kentucky's Finest
Curb-Dining Area
- COME AS YOU ARE FOR THAT LATE SHACK WE
AIE OPEN UNTIL 12

A.N.

>

L'SQK for
M@©«M BSSTAUBANir

GARFIELD SMITH

Baseball Team Defeats
Transy for First Victory
eman Jimmy Cain followed with
BY KARL
PARK
a sacrifice fly. Three walks
PROGRESS SPORTS EDITOR
Eastern evened its record at and a single by shortstop Paul
1-1 last Saturday by downing the Scheldel continued the uprising.
visiting Transylvania Pioneers, Back to back doubles by House12-1. Eastern outhlt the Pioneers, man and Escobar capped the in13-3, in a contest marred by in- ning.
Eastern finished their scoring
juries.
Ron Andrews started the game for the game in the seventh when
for the Colonels, but had to be they scored an unearned run on an
helped from the field after sus- error and a double by Scheldel.
taining a pulled muscle in his Steve Shadburne relieved starter
right leg in the second inning. Kim Rustay In the middle of the
He walked four, struck out one, sixth inning. Rustay was chargand was charged with the lone ed with the loss.
Robertson, who relieved Anrun for Transylvania.
drews in the second inning, pickThe Pioneers opened the scor- ed up his first victory of the
ing in the second inning when they season. He struck out eleven and
managed to score a run on two walke„ only tw0_ Sophomore Don
walks and a bloop single down McCullough hurled
the last
the right field line by John Alex- ttr># ,nn,
^ struck out four
ander. The top of the second n- mi lelded one „„
nlng also saw Jerry Gill, the
Colonels' catcher, knocked unJones, Alexander, and Andy
conscious on an attemped steal Williams managed the
three
of home plate. He was replaced hits for Transy.
by Cecil Christie.
Houseman led the Colonels'
Eastern countered in the bot- hitting attack with four hits
torn of the second when Bill in five at bats. His hits includZwlck and Larry Robertson walk- ed a single, double, and two triped and leftflelder Rick House- les. Escobar had three hits- a
man singled to left field.
single, a double, and a triple.
Transylvania threatened
to Robertson, Hucker, and Scheldel
score again in the third inning each collected two hits,
when Larry Jones' single to cenEastern's next games are a
ter and an error put runners on home encounter with New York
first and second with one man sute university at Buffalo on
out. Robertson then struck out Friday, and away games with
two men to end the inning.
Transylvania and the University
The colonels added two more of Kentucky on Saturday and
runs in the fourth on a single by Tuesday, respectively.
Robertson, a triple by House010 000 000
man, an infield hit by
Lou Transylvania
010 217 lOx
Escobar,' and an error. Another Eastern
run was added by Eastern in the Rustay, Shadburne (6) and Ausfifth on a single by Lee Hucker, tin, Miller (8); Andrews, Roban error on the centerflelder, ertson (2), McCullough (7) and
an infield out, and a wild pitch. GUI, Chrlstte (2), Voets (9).
A seven run sixth inning by W-Robertson L- Rustay.
Eastern put the game out of
reach. Escobar opened the inning with a triple and third bas-

Coach Guy Strong has some
If Garfleld Smith continues to
grow at the same pace he has ideas about why it's beginning to
for the past seven years he'll pay off for Smith, too.
•When I came here last year,
be a 7-foot-6-inches tail and
weigh 350 pounds by the time I was surprised at Garfield's
ability. I knew he was a good
he's 30 years old.
A little far-fetched? Maybe, basketball player, but his quickbut It helps Illustrate one very ness is very deceiving. And
Important fact: He Is four In- there's no question about his
ches taller and 60 pounds heav- strength."
"He helped me a lot," Garfleld
ier than the day he first donned
an Eastern basketball unjforn-said. "I thought I knew a lot of
little secrets about positioning
four years ago.
t added stature and »nd tnln8s "ke that. But he showmuslce played a big role this ed me things I hadn't even thought
past season as the 6-8, 230- •b0"1- '* h«lD*» my K»me *nd
pounder collected an average of my confidence.
18.7 rebounds a game. That rankThat quickness and strength,
ed him second In the nation be- coupled with Strong's tutoring,
hind Florida's Neal Walk, who showed up all season,
had a 19.8 average.
Smith set an Eastern rebound
(For "nlt-plckers, it figured record against Marshall, collectln
out to something like 19.81 for 8 33 in °>e Colonels' 78-75 vicWalk and 19.78 for Smith.)
i01-*- He led *• Ohio Valley ConBut Smith isn't complaining, ference in field goal accuracy for
On the contrary.
He prefers tne second straight year, hitting
talking about much basketball 52-7 Per cent * hls sno's.
has meant to Mm. And here's „ AlonB *• "W. he «'«> estaban example of Just what basket- *lshed five school records and
ball will mean to him In the'nlshed In a tie with Dale Moore
next few weeks.:
(1957-59) as the fifth leading
—The annual Kentucky-Indi- ■«"•' »n Eastern history,
But
ana college all-star games, Fit*• £•"£■••'K?f
day and Saturday, (April 5and 6). ? tr°"« *aid. "»■ ">»» Garfleld is
ust
—The annual North - SouthJ
beginning to realize howgood
All-Amerca game, the following ^ is. His Potential is unlimited.
Friday (April 12). which IncludesA"d now mat h« ■ recognized
such stars as EMn Hayes and'nls. 'think we can count on hearDon Chaney of Houston, Westley1"*a Jj* lrom h*m »n *e Pros."
Unseld of Louisville,'and Otto *J"2»*» *&**** *»
Moore of Pan American. Smith's off for G«*l«ld Smith,
It started when he was a 5-11
coach in the Charlotte North Carolina classic will be Houston's 'reshman at Campbellsvllle High
School (He played briefly under
GU
—TheSannual Kentucky-Ten-Robert Gr*v««, LortwUta Cannessee college all-star game, tral coach, while at Campbellsvllle Durham).
the next night at Nashville.
Then there was Garfleld Smith
—The pro draft, which should
Juni
country.
Oakland, which received two first-round draft picks senior. He was still 6-4 1/2, and
in a trade with New Orleans, 175 pounds when he came to
selected Garfleld in the ABA's "EH and the growth has
continued.
first round.
"That's fine with me, too,"
"I was thinking the other day," Garfleld said. "But the other day
Smith said Friday. "I've been i figured it out. If Ikeepthisup,"
playing basketball year-round for ne smiled, "by the time I'm 65,
12 or 13 years now. I never thought i'u ce 10-foot-5 and weigh 805
about what It would mean to me. pounds."
I Just loved to play. Now it's all Admittedly, he said, that was
starting to pay off for me." a ntu, far-fetched, too.

HOME COOKING
You Are Always Welcome at...

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
We are known for good food.
Home of those delicious
homemade biscuits.
623-9969

South First Street

DIXIE
DRY CLEANERS
Where your clothes receive that
personal care that only long
experience can give.
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
We Guarantee To Please.
240 S. SECOND

PHONE 623-1368

Of EN
PROM
10 A. M.
IK
7 P.M.
Bobby Jack Smith

SMITH'S

David Gay

BARBER & HAIR STYLING FOR MEN
ALL STYLES — RAZOR CUTS. PLAT TOPS
GENERAL TRIMS, AND HAIR STRAIGHTNING
Phone 623-9128
Cor, of Socond owd Moin Upstair* owe R»qtev'»

STOP and SNACK at

BURGER BROIL

The Homo of the Famous 15c Hamburgers
and French Fries.
Shakes:

Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference
GAEFIELD SMITH, Eastern's senior center, shows the capacity crowd how to rebound as he grabbed this missed shot.
—Progress Photo by Dwaine RJddell

West Main Street

Richmond, Ky

CITY TAXI
THE
College life Insurance Company
Of America
. . . featuring the life IMUIIN plan leitf l< npmlllly for college men, sold exclusiveIf to callage men. Aak now about "THE BENEFACTOIt".

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400
AIL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE

"A LITTLE TIME NOW CAN
PAY OFF IN A LIFETIME OF
SATISFACTION."

NOW. . .you can benefit from sharply
reduced premiums to help you get started during the first three years.

J-Boy

NOW. . .you benefit from lower Insurance rosts because you are a preferred
risk.

NOW. . .you can get all the facts from
your College Life representative.
NOW. . .you should know about the
BENEFACTOR ... the policy planned
exclusively for college men.

UrehspynJ
a^tefcrstto
si
•fSin saris

See William A. Mam
Your College life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623-6460

ONE BITE'S WORTH
A THOUSAND WORDS

GQ*» Jevys

»
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Golfers Raise Record to
5-0, Face UK Today

"Good Man To Know"

George
Ridings, Jr.
Class Off '64
Agent On Campus

404 Springfield Dr.

r

623-4638
Richmond, Ky.

BY ALLEN TRIMBLE
ASST. MANAGING EDITOR
Victories over Northwood Institute University of Kentucky,
end Transylvsnis have raised
the Colonel Golf Team's record
to a perfect 5-0.
John Newton, a Junior transfer from Somerset Community
College, and Louisville's Ron
Roby each fired 70's to lead the
Colonels past the University of
Kentucky and Northwood Institute
in a meet held Saturday at the
Madison Country Club.
Jimmy Saunders, a freshman
from Salem, Indiana, contributed
to the winning cause as Eastern
raised their season record to 50. This was the first match for
UK this season, after defeating
Transylvania in an exhibition
match prior to the beginning of
the season.
The final score saw the Colonel llnksters edge Kentucky,
14 1/2- 9 1/2, and Northwood
19 1/2- 4 1/2. Jack Good gave
the Colonels additional help as
he shot a fine 76.
The scores were unusually high
over-all, primarily due to gusty
winds.
In Monday's match
against
Transylvania College the Colonels won by a score of 15-9.
Top round In Monday's meet
was a 75 shot by Jack Good.
Both teams were hampered by
gusty winds and low temperat-

6-Transistor Cassette Tape Recorder
The Easiest to Operate Ever!

Western Auto
W. Irvine
[TRUETONr^

mmm-^m
$49.95

Solid state chassis, high-fidelity recording and playback!
Comes with remote control mike, earphone, tape cartridge
and batteries Plays up to 1 hour! 4DC7870

Complete Laundry
and
Dry Cleaning Service
DISCOUNT EASTERN STUDENTS
ON DRY CLEANING
Shirts And Pants On HangersNo Extra Charge!

Gifts For All Occasions
GOODWIN'S

ures as conditions were unfavorable.
Prior to this week's competition the Colonel's were victorious against Centre College
12-6 and against Campbellsvllle
College 18-0.
In response to the showing
of the golf team so far
this
season, coach Presnell stated
that he was very well pleased
with the scores turned in so far
this season, but that It was too
early to make any predictions
on the rest of the season or the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
Eastern's next match will be
with the University of Dayton
and Xavler University this coming Saturday at the Madison Country Club.
Northwood and University of
Kentucky

GIFT SHOP
Greeting Cards
Sealing Wax and Seal

FREE ENGRAVING y.u Wdl,
DIAMONDS—WEDDING IANDS
—WATCHES—
NAME BRANDS ONLY

Steve Potter (UK) 74, def. Jack
Good (EKU), 76, 4-0; Potter def.
Doljack (N), 77, 4-0.

LESS THAN REGULAR PRICE

'Hair-Less Eels'

Ron Roby (EKU), 70, def. Danny
McQueen (UK), 79, 4-0; McQueen
def. Ted Winchester (N), 79, 3-1.
Four members of Eastern's swimming team From left to right are John Buckner, Lacy
John Newton, (EKU), 70, def. cut their hair in order to cut down their times Hagood, Pete Reed, and Jim Miller.
Bill Pulllam (UK), 79, 4-0; Pul- in the different events each was entered
Progress Photo by Bobby Whitlock
11am def. Neal Stannuth (N), 84,
4-0.
Bobby Baldwin (UK), 77, def.
Paul Schultz (EKU), 83, 4-0;
Baldwin def. Earl Udell (N), 79,
3-1.
Bob Bower (EKU), 76, def.
Bryan Griffith (UK), 83, 3 1/21/2; Dave Downey (N), 80, def.
Griffith, 3-1.
Connie Smith could qualify as of depth In certain areas, and an onds faster than the previous
Jim Saunders (EKU), 72, def. a pessimistic optimist.
school mark.
extremely strong schedule.
Don Rloux (UK), 76, 3-1; Rloux
-Mile Relay: A blistering
Smith's willingness to admit he
It might be that he's Just
def. Ken Eddie (N), 90, 4-0. realistic, too, but Smith always has a good team, spiced with a 3.11.7 earned fourth place. Clarmanages to include anote of warn- relunctance to yield to optim- ence Lampkln clocked a 46.2,
TRANSYLVANIA
Ron Roby, (EKU), 77 tied Whit ing after his Eastern Kentucky ism, may be big reason for Bill Swanson 47.5, Earl Jordan
University track team turns In a the Colonel's success in track 48.2 and Danny Jones 49.8.
Criswell (T), 77, 2-2.
-Two Mile: Doug Cordler esand cross country.
Jack Good (EKU), 75, def. good performance.
He maintains confidence, but tablished a new standard with a
For Instance:
Bryan Rous (T), 83, 4-0.
9:12.6.
"We set six school records never over-confidence.
John Newton (KU), 76, def. Bob
-440-Yard Intermediate hur"The most pleasing aspect of
in the Florida Relays last SatBuck (T), 78, 4-0.
Freshman Ron Bock, In
Mike McGlll (T), 78, def. Bob urday," Smith said Tuesday. "We our season so far has been the dles:
did
more than hold our own early conditioning of our boys,' his first attempt In this event,
Bauer (EKU), 81, 4-0.
turned In a time 56.1.
Bill Oehmlg (T), 80, def. Jim against the best competition in the he said.
Offering support for Smith's
"All of these times compare
Saunders (EKU), 81, 2 1/2- 11/2. country. Our performances were
Jim Martin (EKU), 81, def. unbelleveable for this early In praise are these school records favorable with the winning NCAA
set In the Florida Relays.
times last season," Smith said.
Trans Myatt (T), 88, 3 1/2-1/2. the season."
Then Smith began talking about
Distance Medley Relay: EastAmong the top-flight competitInjuries to key personnel, a lack ern finished second with a time ion in the Florida Relays were
of 9:53.6. The old record was Perm Slate,
North Carolina.
10:16.7.
Georgia, Virginia, Air Force,
-Shuttle Hurdle Relay: East- Academy,
Yale,
Maryland ,
ern finished sixth with a 60.0 Illinois,
Florida, Vanderbllt,
Rlghtftelder Roberto Clemente
clocking.
The old mark was Tennessee and Louisiana State.
of the Pittsburgh Pirates Is base6.1. (Three freshmen are on
"That's tremendous competitbail's best player, according toa
BY JURAN D. PARKS
the four-man team). .,
ion," Smith said. "But we've
poll of all major-league general
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
-Sprint Medley Relay: Yale, still got a rough schedule ahead
managers appearing In the curThe Honeys won the women's Tennessee and Alabama were the of us.
rent issue of SPORT Magazine. Intramural championship on a only teams to better Eastern's
He was starting that pessimisClemente edged Boston Red protest basis. The protest came 3:23.5 time, which Is seven sec- tic optimism again.
Sox
star Carl Yastrremskl, March 20th when the championeight to six in the balloting of ship game was to be played.
the experts, with Hank Aaron of Each team, the Honeys and
the Atlanta Braves, Bob Gibson Kate's wonders, had lost -one
of the St. Louts Cardinals, Bill game to each other and were to
Freehan of the Detroit Tigers and play for the championship. The
Ron Santo of the Chicago Cubs Honeys protested on the basis
110
D.AI
ftKHMM*
each picking up single tallies as that the round-robin tournament
SN MM Art
IHIW
K>
two general managers abstained was unfair. They were undefeated
from voicing their opinions.
at the end of the cycle.
A breakdown of the voting
Members of Kate's Wonders
reveals Clemente won six of the were dissatisfied with the pronine National League votes cast test. They felt that the game
and was also named by two of should have been put off until
the American League general another night. The Honeys only
managers. Yastraemskl man- showed up with three players
aged to win Just one NL vote. and a protest. After the conLos Angeles Dodger general fusion was over, the Honeys were
manager Buuy BavasL In ex- awarded the trophy.
plaining In the SPORT article
Tennis and softball are startwhy he chose Clemente, _ says:
ing soon, and if any other teams
"When you consider who's the
best player today you have to want to participate in either of
consider three things—whether these sports, they should conhe can run, throw and hit con- tact Mrs. Maupln in Room 303
sistently and far above the av- of Weaver Health Building.
erage. The one boy who has all
of these qualifications Is Roberto
Clemente."
The consensus among the other
[general managers who chose the
Pittsburgh outfielder Is that he
could do It all and If they could
have one player in the major
leagues on their team, It would
be Clements.

Tracksters Set Six School
Records In Florida Relays

Clemente Voted Best
Player By Managers

Honeys Capture
Basketball Title

M
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DRUG STORE

KESSLERS

RICHMOND'S LEADING JEWELERS FOR U YEARS
BEOLEVS DRUG NEXT DOOR
9*1-1 m

WELL'S BARBER SHOP
Water Street Next to Bus Station
WE SPECIALIZE IN
COLEGIATE STYLE HAIRCUTS

.

Featuring

Go where your Patronage is Appreciated.
PHONE 623-3985

SWEETSHOP

EVERY
MONDAY-TUESDAY
'/< Fried Chicken
with French Fries
-saw

EVERY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY
VJ Lb. Hamburger Steelr
with French Fries—Slaw

'Where it's easy
to park, and a

pleasure to shop."

MADISON LAUNDRY
AND DRY CLEANERS
Across Fromlas Station

Third & Water Sts.

GOING TO FLORIDA?
OR
JUST TAKING IT EASY
STOP AT

(ftp H *• &pp
AND SEE WHAT'S NEW

>
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Traditional!

Swim Suit $6 up

Authentic 'natural shoulder' styling is a Florshelm specialty. Every stitch, every line is right. Premium workmanship and materials add the quality look and the longer wear.

Most florshcim styles »1995 to $2795 /fAoA b»P*M *)*" ^T9*

ItttWBttlJ

KNITS OF ALL

$U0pe

COLORS AND STYLES
$4 and $5

212 WATER ST.

fir™

i

l
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Sound of Rock Enlivens Concert
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Conference for
Creative Writers

College Tours Favorite Activity for 5th Dimension

BY DONNA FOUST
every minute of the lengthy In- commented on the reactions to
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER tervlew, as animated convers- their costumes. Designed by
There was only a scattering atlon begins concerning the phen- Boyd Clopton, the outfits are
of people on the floor— clumps omenal success of this group, .always coordinated through color equipment, wiring, micro- whether their newness or Just ors and patterns but the outfits
phones, and intense young men plain exuberace accounts for it, are designed expressly for the
testing with sounds and light- they are sincere about every- individual,
lng effects. The time was 6:45 thing that touches their music, One of the outstanding features
p.m.; one hour and IS minutes image and field.
of the group Is their tremendous
later one of the newest, fresh- when the lights dim and the versatility. All five have attendest and most sophisticated sound sound goes up The 5th Dimension ed college, with the two girls
in the college world would come comes on stage--alive. They have receiving their degrees LaMont
to life on the platform stage In been described as a "happy" played pro baseball with theDodthe Alumni coliseum.
grop, but after ten minutes of gers and subsequently became
The boys are at east, comfor- their music
the world Is a professional photographer after
table and apparently enjoying 'ecstatic. * The group themselves breaking bis arm; and Billy has

Eastern's sixth annual creative writing conference has been
announced for July 15-19. The
Conference will be directed by
Dr. Byno R. Rhodes, professor
of English.
Guests for summer 1968, will
be Guy Owen, Walter Sullivan and
Jerry Bumpus.

NOW! For Adults

Shift* are fashion news. AbaoJately great prints that look
like a field of multi-colored
flower*. Pick a bouquet of colYellow, pink or blue.
I 8 to 19.

Smant

spent his major energies In the turned to sit in the audience and
music field.
press section and watch his perThe group also rocked the I0rmance. Few entertainers In
8now
house with their fantastic ver- ty
business today express the
satlllty of numbers. Their show P« * respect for their fellow
varied from the popular "Up Performers In the business.
Up and Away* to the hard soul Backstage, following their persound of "Respect* and "Shake 'ormance, excitement stuck out
Your Tamborlne." Their ver- Ilk« ■ *>'« button. "The audience
satlllty has also been cause for *•» *reat, really groovy-- Just
discussion among critics In the great!"
For those that saw their per<leW
formance, and those that met
Their love of music and per- them, there is little doubt that
'ormlng was also seen In their The 5th Dimension is what Is
reaction to Lou Rawls, the sec- happening, and going to be conond half of the concert produc- tlnulng as a moving force in the
tion. After going off stage and entertainment field for a long
changing, the entire group re- time to come.

•ONE OF YEAR'S
10 BEST!

—N.Y.TIMES

NY.POST.NY.DAIIY NEWS
CUE MAGAZINE • SATUEOAY «f VliW
NATIONAl SOAI0 Of «EVIEW
JUDITH CKST. NSC-TV

4

ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONS!

Truman Capote's

IN COLD
BLOOD

Up, Up, and Away

Wi.nen lor iK» K'ecn o»vd di'ected by

Richard Brooks

hat's the way the popular 5th Dimension went
last Wednesday night before an audience of
4.000 in Alumni Coliseum. The group captured

no one under 16 Admitted unlc«
KCOfifrtnted bv i D-i"""! Of pu4>di«n

POMIIVH?

College-Career

the audience with popular rock in a performance that carried well over an hour.
(Progress Photo by D. A. Rains)

.

North 2nd St

Rhythm and Blues Brought to Campus by Lou Rawls
\

J & D ITALIAN-AMERICAN
RESTAURANT
Open Seven Days A Wee* 10 A.M. HI Midnight
Open Saturday Til 1 A.M.

Pizzas • Dinners - Name The Sandwich
And We Have It
ruDto wUTtjtf — CotchlrK) On rost
r iivGrC- Campus Room Foe 5TIKM nrs
"YOUR FAVORITE MEETING PLACE"
S. 2nd.
Phone 623-5338

A young man steps up to the LOU Rawls is soul and blues,
front \of the stage and his deep Named by Billboard magazine
arresting voice cuts forth with jn their annual polls of both 67
"Stormy Monday," one of his and 68 as No. 1 Male Blues Singmany famous recordings. His er on college campuses, once on
show doesn't try to grab the the stage he showed why he deaudlence and run--instead he served the title and how he won it.
lets his tremendous talent creep Unlike most college concert
up on you, till finally you find tours, "his" music Is more sopyourself in a trance-listening, hlstlcated than most small camThe young man Is Lou Rawls, puses are used to, but with clarhe owns the award winning voice lty and showmanship; he proved
and talent of "Love Is a Hurtin' that most students are mature
Thing," "Tobacco Road," "Deadenough to appreciate real talent.
End Street" and many more. He Rawls most enjoys college
Is not a rock-and-roll, sock it tours. "One nlghters are hard,
to 'em singer. Instead of loud but the quick empathy reached
background music, complicated with college age people Is unsound affects, and musical glm- azlng. This age group had It's
mlcks he relies on nothing but finger on the pulse of what's
pure solid talent.
happening in the music world,*

he said. "After all, they really
put me 90% of the way up the
ladder, and I don't ever forget
It."
Rawls also talked of his future plans before going on stage
to perform. After completing
this concert series he will- begin work on a new movie. He
had done some acting in television and movies, but only small
roles. He will be playing a major role In a remake of "Pal
Jey."

Lou Rawls like The 5th Dimension has brought a major
change to the popular music
field for the young adult. He Is
a peer and is proving that there
will be someone to replace the
Frank Sinatra's of the music
business today. He isn't "plastic"
and he Isn't made in the technicians room through electronic
equipment. His sound is real,
Just like his talent.

Your "I. D." CARD

SWITCH ON SPRING IN A PRETTY
HAT PROM OUR FRESH COLLECTIONS

(STUDENT OR FACULTY)

Makes You Eligible for
Special Consideration

$2 to $5

when you purchase
PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES

Pretty, Frilly Blouses
for Spring and Easter

Come in for a hat that will lift your spirits, make
your eyes sparkle and have him saying, "Love
you, love that hat." Profiles, rollers, cloches,
sailors... in lacy or shiny straws, in Swiss straw
braids. And the colors... mmm!

CONTACT LENSES
BUDGET TERMS

MONFRIED OPTICAL
35 W. Short

LEXINGTON

Ph. 254-6583

2.98

FLORIDA
BOUND?

to

4.98
We've a wonderful col
lection ... in dacron
cotton blends, whipped
creams, easy-care cottons and others.
they're frilly and feminine. Favorite sleeve
lengths. White and pas
teli. 32 to 38.

MEET A HIP HUGGER' IN THIS .
PETITE LEAGUE SWIM SUIT $18..
SANDALS $9-$13
e

Spring and Easter Bags

2.98 . 8.98
Every bag styled with a flair. Small, medium
and large shapes in leathers, plastics, shiny
patents, Belgian linens with mahogany trims
and others. White, black, lite fashion shades.

day's fashion.

C14 QO

White and Yellow Patent
White and Orange Patent
White and Green Patent

(UtjP

LION-HUNTING CAN BE FUN. j
BUT FOR A SURE ,K,LL M BE!

ImuerBttu
aumuir
y ARMED

LERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

A real sweet
sizzler... bright neon
stripes on shiny white
patent with the same blaze
of color at bow and heel.
Terrific with the dazzling
new fabrics that make to-

AT NIGHT THAT LION WILL
COME BEGGING, IF YOU WEAR
A PAIR OF JOHN MEYER
BERMUDAS WITH A MATCHING
KNIT TOP.
BERMUDAS $12 TOP $7

<*>

&ljop

LABEL.

'

WITH THE U-SHOPS
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Legislative Roundup

Book Published

Open-Housing, Meat Inspection
Bills Made Law by Gov. Nunn
Gov. Louie B. Nunn let openhousing become a law without
his signature.
The Governor said in a statement accompanying the openhousing bill (Senate Bill 264)
he firmly believed "every homeowner In Kentucky has the right
under the Constitution of the U.S.
and under the Constitution of
Kentucky to sell or refuse to
sell his home to any person for
any reason or for no reason
whatsoever."
Among other unsigned bills
which became law is HB 184
under which a driver's license
Is issued with the presumption
thatthereclpienOia^givenhls

"implied consent" to undergo a
blood-alcohol test for drunkeness if drunkeness is suspect
in arrests for traffic violations.
Sent to the Secretary-of-State
unsigned also was a bill calling
for a statewide referendum on a
proposed amendment to the state
constitution calling for annual
instead of biennial sessions of
the Legislature, with a March
Instead of January convening date
In years following the election of
a governor.
He signed into law a bill requiring meat inspection as well
as a $3 million legislative budget bill.exceptforapproprlatlons
to maintain minorit^andniai-

Green's Barber Shop
CORNER OF SECOND and MAIN
See and try our new
Bar-Air-Vac System. Something new
in Hair Cutting
No Itching

SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF HAIRCUTS
INCLUDING RAZOR CUTS,
AND HAIR STYLING
Thank You For Your Patronage

/£A**?#jQeb
d^km?
DIAMOND

orlty offices, which he line-vetoed.
The Governor signed bills
which provide new penalties for
rioting or inciting to riot: for obstrvcting firefighters in the performance of their duties; and for
interference with police
officers trying to make arrests.
Other signed bills include
moving the "cooling-off" period
In divorce cases from after the
court-order to before the court
hearing, and specifying certain
requirements for motorcycle
drivers.
The Governor also approved
bills to require photographing and
fingerprinting of persons charged with shoplifting, and to Increase the penalties for the
distribution of wood alcohol for
human consumption.

EKU Student
Receives Grant
Of $1,000

No Scratching

RINGS

"A Frontier Book Llst--1800"
Is the title of an article coauthored by Dr. Keith Algier,
assistant professor of history
in the current Issue of the 'New
Mexico Historical Review."
Dr. Algler's collaborator Is
Professor Eleanor B. Adams of
the University of New Mexico.
The article concerns a list of
early Latin American books
found in the archives of the
community of Parral.
Dr. Algier earned his PhD In
1965 at the University of New
Mexico, and some Information
uncovered In research for his
dissertation is used In the artcicle.

A rural East Kentucklan,
studying the fishes of Oliver
Creek in Madison County, has
been awarded a $1,000 education
grant by the National Wildlife
Federation.
He Is Jerry Howell, Jr., formerly from Jackson, now a graduate student In biology at Eastern Kentucky University. Under
the superlvsion of ichthyologist
Branley Branson, professor of
biology, young Howell is completing a thesis on the annual
ecology ( relationships between
organisms and their environment) of some small perches at
Silver Creek. The thesis and
class work are expected to be
completed before summer commencement In August.
Howell will apply his $1000
grant toward the PLD at the
university of his choice.
He holds two BS degrees, one
in Forestry from North Carolina State CoUege. He has studied agriculture, science' and
wildlife biology and is an Eastern undergraduate.
Howell's wife, the former Bernice D. Taylor of Honey Bee,
McCreary County, is also a student at Eastern.
Howell attended Kentucky Military Institute, Lyndon, Kentucky.

SABER ARCH — Army Lieutenant and Mrs. Dan W. Smith were honored with a saber arch at
their wedding at the First Methodist Church of Richmond, Saturday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock.
The arch was provided by Scabbard and Blade, national honor society of Eastern Kentucky
University's Reserve Officer Training; Corps. Rev. James E. Wilson, Methodist campus minister, officiated. Mrs. Smith is the former Judy K. Caswell of Carlisle. Lt. Smith, also of
Carlisle, received his Army commission In January at EKU.

Annual Sunrise Service Set
For Easter Morning At Seven

0

$200,000 —. Goal

Jewelry

"WHERE YOUR
CREDIT IS
ALWAYS GOOD"

r

t
£

Meet New Friends Just off Campus on 2nd. St.

VARSITY
GRILL
Open To Serve You 10 AM - 8 PM.

t

STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES EVERYDAY ON A DINNER.
PLATTER AND SANDWICH SPECIAL-OF-THE-DAY.

C

Abo Your Choice Every Day at Regular Low Menu Prices of:
26 DINNERS. 12 VEGETALES. 35 SANDWICHES. 6 PLATTERS.
And a complete Soda Fountain Service.

!

■

I

Save 10% On All Meals By Using Our Special Student Meal Tickets!

WANTED: The Biology Department has after exhaustive
research found a perfect cage
"liner" for Its various specimens.
The Progress has been requested by a dedicated department member to turn over any
old, new, unused or any condition copies of the paper to
the Biology Department. It seems
that the animals of Eastern are
as fond of campus happenings as
its student body.

WILL WEAR
THE

CROWN?
MISS
RICHMOND
PAGEANT
One Night Only
8:00 P. M.
Friday, APRIL 5
Sponsored By
Junior Woman's Club
of Richmond

NO. 9627
Pantdiesg
Sizes 32-40

$5 to $6
Wide - awake eulotte
styling by Kate. You'll
adore fresh new look
and comfortable fit of
Never - Press Cotton
Pantdress. Big ting
zipper. White braid-trim's
pockets. In shocking
pink, blue, or yellow.

ELDERS

SUMMER SALES OPPORTUNITY
Scholarship Program Work
In Area Of Your Choice
Southern Indiana
Writ*: B. J. Murray
Box 141
Vevay, Indiana

$27,08? — Pledged

194 West Main

x
i•

vited to Join the chorus In singing two familiar hymns, "Holy,
Holy, Holy," and "Christ the
Lord Is Risen Today."
The traditional event Is an
inter-denominational, inter-faith
service. Townspeople have always been Invited, as well as
Eastern students, faculty and
staff.
Faculty advisers to the YWCA
and YMCA, co-sponsors of the
Easter Sunrise service are Professors Mary Carroll, Dixie Mylum, Randolph Dozler and Bently Hilton.
In the event of inclement weather, the service will be moved
Indoors to the Hiram Brock Auditorium.

Campus
alendar

•ONATA .... FROM »100

McCORD0

under the direction of Mrs.
Alden O. Hatch. Accompanist will
be Miss Gwendolyn Holbrook.
Two members of the Richmond Ministerial Association,
the Rev. Edward Overcash,First
Presbyterian Church and the Rev.
Charles Blakemore, First Christian Church, will appear on the
program.
Mr. Overcash's message will
be titled -Blessings of Easter,'
and Mr. Blakemore will offer
the benediction.
David R. Vickers, Junior from
Richmond, will offer the invocation, and Miss Nancy Green,
senior from Richmond, will read
the scripture.
The congregation will be In-

Cool Cotton
PANTDRESS
By t

WHO

A Royal Sendoff

The twenty-seventh
annual
easter Sunrise Service, a traditional event sponsored by the
campus YWCA-YMCA and the
Richmond Ministerial Association, has been set for 7 a.m.
April 14 in the Van Peursem
Music Pavilion.
The 150-volce chorus from
Madison Central High School
will take part in the service,
singing two hymns, "How Lovely
is Thy Dwelling Place" and "Lo
a Voice from Heaven Sounding,"

• • •

FRIDAY, APRIL 5
8:00 p.m.
Readers Theater — "My Favorite Things" —
Pearl Buchanan Theater
8:00 p.m.
"Miss Richmond" pageant - - Brock
SATURDAY, APRIL 6
7:30 p.m.
Campus Movie — "Son of Gunflghter" —
Brock
2:00-4:00 p.m.
Jam Session — Freshman Class —
Martin
SUNDAY. APRIL 7
4:00 p.m.
Organ Recital — Catherine Crozier - Brock
6:00 p.m.
Sorority Council — Case
MONDAY, APRIL 8
7:30 p.m.
Campus Movie — "The Reluctant Astronaut"
— Brock
8:00 p.m.
Student Recital — Judy Oliu - Oboe, Gary
Adams - French Horn — Foster Music Bldg.
TUESDAY. APRIL 9
7:30 p.m.
Campus Movie — "Clam Bake" — Brock
8:00 p.m.
Student Recital — Judy Cable - Soprano,
Margaret Carl - Flute — Foster Music Bldg.
10:00 p.m.
P. R.' S — Company Meeting
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10
7:30 p.m.
Campus Movie — "The Naked Runner" —
Brock
6:15 p.m.
Young Republicans — Gri.se Room
3:00 p.m.
Faculty Recital — Gerald Gross - Foster
THURSDAY, April 11
7:30 p.m.
Campus Movie — "Emily" — Brock
6:00 p.m.
CWEN8 Tapping — Pavllllon
8:00 p.m.
Student Recital — Sharon Grlsson - Flute,
Glenn Thlenel - Clarinet — Foster

DO YOU WANT A
DEEP TAN?
TRY

SNIK
On Sale now at 1.49 and SI.95.
Purchase SNIK at

COLLINS DRUG
The Little House
200V4 SOUTH THIRD STREET

WMBMM^^^m^i^^MM^^B

DANIEL BOONE
RIDING STABLE
Highway 227

—

between

Winchester

and

Boonesboro. Trail rides down beautiful Howards
Crook. Open daily.

744-5619.

College student* themselves reveal in their own words
what really goes on at their celebrated Easter rites

What Happens in Fort Lauderdale
»
I

Compiled by William Haines and Wil iam Taggart
A Zsbra Paperback Book 95c, now at your bookstore GROVE PRESS

a*t& . . .
away

SPRING & EASTER
MERCHANDISE
•

BRADLEY
SWIM SUITS
$10 - $12 - $15
■

Windbreoker With
Matching Shorts
And Slocks
And
Mony Other Items

GENE'S SHOP
North Second

k^SMMs^^siM^ii

m*>
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EVENT TONIGHT IN HIRAM BROCK AUDITORIUM

CHERYL HODGES

MARTHA JO CLICK

GUYVONNETRIBBLE

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

(M^

JOYCE LEE

Sponsored by

Gtofanc*

ELDER'S

Sponsored by

FMTERNAl
ORDER Of POLICE

PATTY GULLIAN

RITA LAWRENCE

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

BEN
FRANKLIN

JAN'S SHOES

_

HILDA WARD

CHRISTINE BREWER

PATTY ANDERSON

Sponsored by

0 & L STORE MmSmp

mm mmm smPMwm
CHALK UP ANOTHER
RECORD...

LINDA HENSLEY
Sponsored by

*k*S*g*l*

m%s Rkfanomf-1967
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Journalism Conference Slated for July
Fifty high school Journalists
and an unlimited number of advisers of student newspapers are
expected to attend the first High
School Newspaper Conference
this summer at Eastern.
Announcement of the Conference was made by Glen Klelne,
assistant professor of English
and adviser to the Progress.

Mornings will be devoted to
lectures by Klelne and to lectures and discussions by visiting writers and Journalists. Such
topics as newspaper practice,
procedure, ethics and the like
will be considered by students
and advisers.
Conference trainees will produce a number of specimen newspapers during their two- week
stay: a dittoed paper, two mimeographed ones and an offset
paper. The specimen publications
will be called 'The Eastern
Echo."
The final project of the Conference will be the production by
students of the commencement
issue of the full-sized 'Eastern
Progress," Including headlines
news and feature stories, layout,
advertisements and cartoons.
Entertainment for the high

Dates are July 22 to August 2,
Inclusive.
One-half Carnegie unit of high
school credit Is offered to secondary students attending the
conference, through the Model
Laboratory School. High School
advisers will earn two hours of
undergraduate or graduate credit
for their work during the two
weeks of the Conference.

Paper Pledges $1,000
(Continued from Page One)
umnl, or faculty of any faith may
come to worship, to meditate or
merely to seek solutions to their
problems through undisturbed
concentration. It will be used
for weddings and by the new Department of Philosophy which
was established this year.
A new athletic-physical education building Is currently under construction and Eastern's
football team will play Its last
borne schedule on the Hanger
Stadium field next season.
Ground will be broken for the
chapel at Homecoming, Nov. 3,
this year. Construction of the
chapel, as well as the proposed
University Center and General
Classroom Building, Is expected
to begin Immediately after the
final home football game next
fail.
The location for the chapel
was selected because it symbolires the centrallty of the students' spiritual life and Its relationship to scholarship and recreation.
Membership In the Century
Club Is attained by contributions

Wes Montgomery
Lovin' Spoonful
Johnny Mathis
i
C~,;»K
The Monkees
Jimmy
bmitn
Cannonball Adderley The Animals

Mamas & The Pap.is
Ray Charles
The Beatles
Jack Jones Tijuana Brass
Sam the Sham Bobbie Gentry

Cal Tjader
Stan Getz Righteous Bros.
Herman's Hermits
plus many more of your all time favorites.

bear the banner of Safety and bring
your car In TODAY for theta »Jmp!e
SAFETY TESTS.

Randall-Logsdon
Wheel & Axle Service

0OOK

u

QTORE
I

For

ID

aniversity

Meet the World's.
NO.l
CHICKEN
SALESMAN

Catwood Recital

Scheduled April 11
The department of music will
present the brilliant young violinist Joseph Catwood, In recital
Thursday, April 11 at 8:15 p.m.

-

We fix Sunday dinner teven days a week
COXMt MMUBI BOM

fr**FM£ke«i.

»**»»*

DR,VHN

COLONEL RESTAURANT
Kg Hill AY

Dial 423-4151

Rkbjuond. Ky.

ethers when It take* but o few

put an accident off until later...

jastern

school youngsters has been provided for the evenings, after the
day's activities and classes.,
Klelne tentatively plans a number
of press conferences with political and other personages for
the fledgling Journalists.
Tuition for youngsters attending the Conference will be $18 to
Kentucklans and $45 to out-ofstate students. Graduate fees, for
advisers, are $24 for in-state
and $60 for out-of-state enrollees.
Dormitory rooms are $3 per
night for single occupancy and
$2 for double.
The deadline for applications
is June 1.
Inquiries regarding the Conference should be directed to
Professor Klelne at Box 843,
Eastern Kentucky University,

Why gamble your life and live* of

and (tearing of your cart You can't

■AMPUS

of $100 or more each year for the
next five years.
Non-alumnl are also eligible
for membership. In addition to
benefits of the Century Club,
the non-alumnl of Eastern also
become associate members of
the Alumni Association.
"The Register's contribution
sets another precedence/' Feltner said.
"We now have our
program well on Its way, with
Involvement from alumni, students and many other supporters
of the Institution."
Students have begun a drive to
raise $20,000 for the chapel.
Already, a number of organisations nave made pledges toward
their personal goal, which has
a target date of June L

In the Donovan Auditorium of
Model Laboratory School. Pianist for Gatwood will be Judith
Olson a student of Beveridfe
Webster at the JulUard School
of Music in New York. At JuUllard he studied violin with Ivan
Galamlan, a pedagogue of International reputation and also with
Paul Makanowltsky, concert violinist, also a well-known teach•EAR THE BANNER Of SAFETY er.

tecondi to check headlight*, brakes

"•**»„«;"

Peggy Monen

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

emsim

MARTHA FREEH

Phone: 623-2840
llo West Irvine Smct
Richmond, Kentucky # 4047 c.

SAFETY HEADQUARTERS
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SPORTSWEAR, SKIRTS \ MESH
HOSE
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I »1"
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UMNI
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Canfield Motors
OLDSMOBILE
S!

All Makes Serviced

The Yolk's On Them

JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS

No, Edward Asparatore (left) is not warming up for the World Series.
The sopohomore physical education major is simply relieving some of his
inner tensions by throwing: eggs at fraternity and sorority pledges (above).
Later, a coed (right) slowly trudged back to the dorm, soaked with the chickens'
products.
(Progress Photo by Craig Clover)

Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010

Director Gives Insights Into State's Correction Programs

Barber Service Available
♦

at

EASTERN BARBER
COLLEGE
AN Work Done ly Students Under Expert
Supervision — Open Tuesday Thru Saturday
7:30 to 4

228 W. IRVINE

BY REGALD B. SMITH
PROGRESS NEWS EDITOR
"Women often engage ln Prostitution to get even with men,'
said Mrs. Gail Huecker, director of the Kentucky Correction Institute for Women, at Pee
Wee Valley.
Mrs. Huecker, the holder of
an MSSW from the Kent School
of Sociology, was a guest speaker in social work classes last
Thursday. The former director
of the Maryhur st School for Girls
spoke to the Introduction to Social Work class, and to a group
of seniors ln social work field
placement.
She also spoke to a combined
group of students from a sem-

Jumbo Sized Pizzas
Served at ANDY'S

lnar ln Social Work and a class
ln Criminology. Following her
lectures, Mrs. Huecker held a
news conference with the editors
of the Progress.
"The Kentucky Correction Institute for Women houses sixty
women,* said Mrs. Huecker.
"The two largest groups are those
serving life terms for such
crimes as murder and manslaughter, which make up five per
cent of the population, and those
incarcerated for forging checks,
who make up ten per cent." She
also cited child desertion and
moonshining as other major violations which result In incarceration.
Mrs. Huecker stated, "Jurisdictions see crimes differently."
She said there Is a large discrepancy ln sentences and fines
ln different areas ln Kentucky.
She feels that the law discriminates against the poor. The majority of women ln the women's
prison are from poor rural areas.

14 VARIETIES

• ' Campus FBck

Cheese
Onions
ANDY'S Special
Sausage
Pepperoni
Kosher Salomi
Beef.
House Special
Green Pepper
Mushroom
Tuna Fish
Shrimp
Anchovies
EKtr Special

H MOVIES B
HIRAM BROCK
AUTITORIUM
April 12 &13
No Movie
April 15 • 20
Spring Vacation

ANDY'S Pizza Palace

110 SOUTH SECOID

DIAL 623-5400

WHATEVER YOUR EASTER MOOD

THERE'S AN (yfeux^^AeOmp
CARD TO MATCH
»

April 22 • Monday
FOR A FEW
DOLLARS MORE
Clint Eastwood,
Lee Van Cleef
April 23 - Tuesday
THE COMEDIANS
Richard Burton,
Elizabeth Taylor
Alec Guiness
Peter Ustinov,
Lillian Gish

"Recidivism does not describe service, laundry service, and
the degree of criminality," said business.
Mrs. Huecker, and therefore she Mrs. Huecker's response to the
refused to discuss the success suggestion that her Institution had
or failure of the Institute for all the advantages of a country
which she has responsibility ln club and did not resemble a prlthose terms.
son was that, "All you have to
The average education of resl- do Is Isolate people, tell them
dents of Kentucky Correction In- they're no good, strip them of
stitute for Women Is the sixth their Identity and give then a
grade.
The majority of the number, and they are ln prison."
women are 19 to 25 years old, The community is brought Into
although the age span ranges from Qm wom-r-8 prison ln order to
16 to 92. Mrs. Huecker noted overcome this basic prison conthat women are often Incar- cept. Women at Pee Wee Valcerated because they lack respect ley are exposed to the communand lack knowledge. She said, ity through organised square dan"That's what we're tyring to do; ces, teachers social workers,
educate them ln those areas." chaplains, doctors, and ocThe institute awarded 22 GED casional performances by bands.
diplomas during the past two
years. This diploma Is one the
same level as a high school
diploma. Many of the women
are taking extension work from
the University of Kentucky. The
women
pay
for their own
extension work.
The Institute also has tralnand work programs ln food
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Network
To Broaden
Its Programs
Another step toward the creation of a statewide Educational
Television (ETV) network for
Kentucky schools will be made
In April when the Kentucky Department of Education will take
bids on classroom television
sets.
ETV programming will be
broadcast across Kentucky by 12
regional transmitters— towers
ranging ln height from 100 to
1,000 feet—and two translators
Besides its main function of
providing classroom Instruction,
Bale said, the ETV network will:
•Offer programs for preschool children which are both
entertaining and educational.
•Aid economic development
through training programs designed for Industry and business
personnel—from the blue-collar
worker to the executive.
•Provide adult education, especially ln vocational education.

April 24 •Wednesday
THE FUM
FLAM MAN
George Scott, Sue Lyon
Mkhael Sarrazin
(Many scenes in this
comedy adventure picture were filmed in the •Disseminate informational
Blue Grass of Kentucky programs about health, mental
in Anderson, Clark, health and public safety.
•Broadcast cultural and enFranklin and Woodford richment
programs.
counties.)
Superintendent Butler commented: 'The ETV network can
bring the world to the classroom.
It Is, perhaps, the most remarkable Improvement ln education
achieved ln this century. It opens
broad new vistas of education and
training.
s«-|f<te<l Snort Subject*
"This model system will serve
All Program*
elementary and secondary edTi.k.t Offl«* Opens 7:00 P.M. ucation and, at the same time,
Show Start* 7:SO P.M.
will offer cultural and educational
Admission BOc
programs for the general public
Children under 1*—*5c
throughout the state."

April 25 • Thursday
No Movie
Faculty Recital
Mr. Robert Risding

Summer Employment

i

i«

See our fine selection

Corner N. Second and Main Streets

On Wednesday, April 24, a representative of The
Courier-Journal will be on campus from 9:00 AM
to 5:00 PM to interview and test male applicants
for summer employment. Applicants must be
willing to travel Kentucky and Southern Indiana
during June, July and August. The position will
eases
pay $75.00 per week salary plus travel expenses
(meals, lodging and transportation). Pleasercoft-l
tact your placement officer for time and place I
of interview.

WASH AND WEAR SPORT DUOS THAT REALLY AREI

Towncraft Penn-Prest duos
stay neat without ironing.

29.95
These plaid jackets and perfectly mated solid tone slacks comprise the
most useful duo you can buy, because there's no time out at the cleaners. All you do is machine wash and tumble dry 'em. They even fight
off wrinkles while you're wearing them. Cool? You bet! They're tailored
in a tropical weight blend of 65% Dacron polyester, 35% rayon.

PENNA
ATM rov I
whrn ttimhtp rtrit'tt

A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD YOUR SELECTION ON LAY AW AY I

■BSBT"—'
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Plans Being Finalized for Next Month's Alumni Festivities

By: LORRAINE FOLEY
ALUMNI NEWS EDITOR
On Alumni Day. May 25th, 1968,
the classes of 1908. 1918, 1928,
1943 and 1953 will be honored.
Many plans are being formulated
to make this a happy day of reunion for these classmates and
It is the hope of the Alumni
Office that as many as possible
will attend this "once in a lifetime" event.
ALMA LAKE. '13. retired from
teaching'i"n'"l947 an<5 now resides
on Route 4 Lawrenceburg. KY
40342
SARAH
KEYSER SCHEPPERLY '17 has now retired
from teaching and resides at

u!
MSTSM?
M chlgan
48864

'

of pubUc Assistance. They have
three children and reside at 3421
Wxlana Dr., Lexington 40502.
^e Du p°n* Pho«° Products
Department recently announced
{he PronjoUwi of Dr. GEORGE
"■ HEMBREE. -52. to research
manager at its Exploratory Research Laboratory in Parlirr N.
J. Dr. Hembree joined Du Pont
in 1958 as a research chemist.
In 1964 he was promoted to senior research chemist and in
'965 he was named research
supervisor.
He and his wife,
,he
former
, BETTY JO WILLI A MS, '52, have three children
and »ve in Little Silver, N.J.
^ ^
$

ZeIda Brooks
' wcompleted
«e. tne ,ormer
their EdD degrees al.

"■.T-i-S
1788
Grand DSL.
River,.nEZiz'
Okemos
Michigan
•50 has been assigned as executive officer of the 54th Artillery Group MTttlUB.

holds
the position of Director
of Pupil Personnel for the Madison County Schools. Eddie and
his wife reside at 309 Pin Oak
Drive, Richmond, KY 40475.
DAVID I. STUART, '62,
Is
Guidance Counselor for the Dade
County Board of Education and
resides at 1521 N.w. 8th St.,
Homestead Fla.
Rev. MORGAN L. HANA, '63,
has accepted the position of minister of the Clarksviile Baptist
Church located five miles south
of Richmond.
Mr. and Mrs.
Hahn moved to Richmond from
August Ga, In 1959 with their
son TED '61 who is now principal of the Walton-Vernon ElPULLINS. '61. '67. ementary School near Cincinnati

chairman of Vocational Education at the Technical Institute
of Alamance, Burlington, N.C.,
He and his wife have three daughtes and live at 2117 N. Ashland
Drive, Burlington 27215.
MRS.
TRUDY
GARRIOTT
RANSDELL, '60, a remedialreading teacher of elementary
school pupils at Harrodsburg Elementary School, was recently
selected as Kentucky's "typical
woman teacher" by the Kentucky
Education Association research
division.
She Is married to
James Garnett Ransdell, has one
son, Daniel, and lives on Kirkwood Road, Bondvllle KY 4038.
EDDIE

and has also done solo work
with the Fort Myers Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus, and has
sung in the Naples Players musleal productions. Mr. and Mrs.
Chlrgwln reside in their new
home at 695 7th Ave., N. Naples
Fla. 33940.

Florida State University last
year and are both in their second year on the Western Kentucky University faculty. Zelda
is in the Elementary Education
department and Joe is in the
ramlIy
Math
Dept.
They have Just
reside in Alexandria, Virginia. moved into their new home at
Major
Reserve
Army
626
Windmill Way, Bowling Major THOMAS RAY HOWCHARLES W. GRAY, '50 parti- Green, KY 42101.
ELL, '55 has been stationed
cloated in the annual U.S. Army
with 4th Army Avn. Detch-RanReserve Training Division ComMrs. POLLY JENKINS CHIR- dolph Air Force Base, Texas,
mander's Conference at Ft. Knox GWIN, '55, music director at since his return from a three
recently where he studied new Naples Senior High School, has year tour in Germany in 1964.
methods' of techniques used received the distinction of being He and his family reside at 5714
by armored units. Major Gray listed in the 1967 edition of "Out- Mldcrown Drive, San Antonio,
and his wife Alma live at 12 standing Young Women of Amer- Texas.
Canterbury Drive Louisville.
lea."
Polly and her husband,
DONALD HORTMAN, '57, who
LEROY MELV^N '51 is a David, have been in Naples since was on the undefeated Eastern
pharmaceutical Representative 1955. In addition to her duties football team In 1954, and who
for Warner-Chilcott His wife as music director, she directs is married to the former JANE
NANCY SNOW MELVIN '48 is the Junlon and Youth choirs at DETHERAGE,
'56, has been
a social worker for the Division the First Presbyterian Church named principal of the high
school at B rooksvllle, Ohio. He
was outstanding in athletics at
Eastern and was in the Tangerine
Bowl game in January 1955. He
served in the U.S. Navy in 1952
and 1953 during the Korean War.
Jane is a fourth grade teacher
In the Vandalla-Butler system
and their two sons, David 8
and Douglas, 7, are enrolled
In the elementary school there.
The
Hortman's will move to
lirookvllle at the end of this
school year.
THOMAS D. SCHULTE, '58,
Is employed by the Ashland Vocational School. He is married
to the former Doris Everman
and they have three children.
Their address Is 326 Patton Dr..
Ashland, 41101.
MAC DWIGHT MORROW '59,
Is Chairman of the I.A. Dept.
at Ben Davis High School, Indianapolis. He received his Masters degree from Indiana State
University
In 1966 and also
teaches adult night classes. His
address Is 909 N. Madison ,
Greenwood, Ind 46142.
Capt. DONALD E. CLEAVER,
'60, is executive officer with
ROBERT E. 8PURUN, '64 Is working In Frankfort as
703 red Maintenance Btn. 3rd
legislative assistant to Lt. Governor Wendell Ford. Bobby 09031.
He Is married to the
graduated from law school at the University of Ky. in Decem- former Bevery Ann Mays, who
ber 1966, and passed his bar examination in March 1967. attended Eastern, and they hav
He is a member of the Madison County Bar Association, four children.
the Kentucky Bar Association and the American Bar AsPHILLIP COX «60, Is assissociation. He is married to the frmer GERALDINE WELLS,
tant principal of Bere a
'64, who will receive her Doctor of Medicine degree in May, tant principal of Berea High
1968, and plans to fulfill her Internship obligation at the
He is married to the
University of Kentucky Medical Center. The Spurllns live School.
former LEOLA H. HUGHES '63,
at 212 Conn Terrace, Lexington.
and they reside at Kentucky Towers^ Apt. 5 Berea KY 40403.
GARVIN J. DUCKER, '60, was
recently appointed as divisional

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
"II yon'ii' tun busy Htlldying to do your wash,

Cross Center, in M.A.F. DaNang, 1st Marine Div. Box 96,
FPO San Francisco 96602.
JAY FURBAY, '67, was recently assigned to the Purchasing Department staff of the Goodyear Atomic Corporation, Piketon, Ohio, as a buyer.
Mr.
Furbav his wife, Pamela, and
son Troy are living at 509
Seal Ave. Plketon, OH 45661.
DON RICHARDSON, '87, head
basketball coach at Madison Central High School at Richmond,
and his assistant coach, RAYMOND ROSS, '65, recently led
their team to the championship
of the 44th District Tournament
and runner-up in the 11th Region,
both tournaments being held on

the campus of Eastern.
WEDDINGS
CHUMBLEY-KENDALL
Miss Ethel Chumbley was
married to WILLIAM KENDALL
'67 on November 3 1967 at the
Salt River Baptist Church. Mr.
Kendall is employed by the Kentucky D«pt. of Commerce.
ROBINSON-LA RMOUR
Miss Mary Jude Robinson and
JOHN FREDRICK LARMOUR,
•66 were married February 17,
1968 at Christ the King Church
In Lexington.
The couple are
residing at 1021 Cross Keys Road,
Lexington where the groom is
employed by Calgon Corp.

WALLACE'S
APRIL 5-12

20% OFF ON SOFT GOODS

w&m mm m ran PUNHM mm
W$m TOTO PAVOHHTl EULU
Regular

SWEATSHIRTS
SPORTSHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
JERSEYS
JACKETS

$2.95
$3.95
$1.59
$3.95
$5.95
C $9.95

(

0

Now
$235
$3.15
$1.25
$3.15
$4.75
$7.95

We Have EKU Beach Towels And Your Favorite Sun Glasses And Sun Tan Lotion.

SPECIAL THIS
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od grief, I wish^
'd never heard j
ut togetherness J

Coin Operated Laundry

and their daughter, Lydla of
Nashville,
Tennessee.
The
Hahns reside at 403 Springfield Drive Richmond 40475.
JOHN C. THOMAS '63, of
141 Lorraine Court Berea, Ky.
is now with the Industrial Arts
Dept. of Berea College.
EDDIE B. MURPHY, '63, an
Industrial arts teacher at Southern Junior High School, Lexington, was recently selected by the
Lexington Jaycees as the Outstanding Educator in Fayette
County. Eddie lives at 303 "A"
St., Price Rd., Lexington.
CYNTHIA WEBB, '66, is stationed at DaNang with the American Red Cross Club Mobile Unit.
Her address is American Red

WEEK
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ONLY $2.99

let urn attendants do it for you.''

1. OTIS REDDING
2 Blocks off W. Main,

•THE DOCK OF THE BAY"

Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets

■
t

2. PAUL MURIAT

'TWAIN SHALL MEET"

3. YOUNG RASCALS

"ONCE UPON A DREAM"
YOU'RE
SOMETHING
ELSE,

BURGERMATIC
ON EASTERN BY-PASS

Hamburgers 15c
French Fries 15c
Chuck Wagon.
Creamy Milkshakes

CHARLIE
:\\

BROWN
THE NEW
PEANUTS"
CARTOON BOOK!

"FIRST LADY OF SOUL"
7. ANIMALS

"BLOOMING HITS"

See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

6. ARETHA FRANKLIN

4. ROD McKUEN

8. GLEN YARMOUGH

"EMU WHEREVER I MAY FIND

■■

t. IOOKER T. AND THE MGS

'THE SKY"

"DOING OUR THING"

5. LETTERMEN

"GOING OUT OF MY MIND"

10. OTIS REDDING

"HISTORY OF OTIS REDDING"

WALLACE'S BOOK STORE WILL BE CLOSED APRIL 13-21

by Charles M. Schulz
ONLY A0 at your college
X ■

bookitore

Holt, Rlnthart and Winston, Inc.

SVAffi ©MIK Ml®
WITT €©(»M]Y

HAVI

WE WILL BE LOOKING FOR YOU BACK APRIL 22nd.

"Figure On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVENIENT 10CAT/0NS-

- urn STREET & m m AVENUE
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